Soil heat flux G s is an important component of the surface energy balance. Soil heat flux plates (SHFPs) are widely used to measure G s , although several errors are known to occur. The Philip correction has been applied to minimize errors in G s measured by SHFPs (G p ) if the soil thermal conductivity λ s , SHFP thermal conductivity λ p , and plate geometry function H are known. The objective of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the Philip correction for a variety of SHFPs. The λ p were determined without thermal contact resistance and differed from the manufacturer-specified λ p . A simplified H formulation was similar to or less than the full H equation for different SHFP shapes. The G ratio (G p /G s ) was sensitive to λ s /λ p and H when they were relatively small. Compared with the G s determined by a gradient method (G s _grad), the G p measured under a full corn (Zea mays, L.) canopy in the field underestimated G s by 38%-62%. After applying the Philip correction, almost all G p agreed better with G s _grad. Generally, the G p corrected with measured plate parameters agreed better with G s _grad than those corrected with manufacturer-specified values. The G p corrected with the simplified and full H expression differed for different SHFPs. These results indicate that SHFPs always underestimate G s and that the performance of the Philip correction is affected by λ p , plate dimensions, and H. An alternative method to measure G s by a three-needle heat-pulse sensor or a gradient method, in which soil temperature and water content are measured at several depths, is recommended. 
Introduction
Soil heat flux G s , the amount of thermal energy that moves through an area of soil in a unit of time, is a component of the surface energy balance. In addition to being a component of the surface energy balance, soil heat flux impacts the soil thermal regime. Soil heat flux G s can be measured with the calorimetric, gradient and combination methods (Kimball and Jackson 1979; Fuchs 1986; Sauer 2002; Sauer and Horton 2005) , all of which require accurate measurements of soil thermal properties and temperature. Soil heat flux plates (SHFPs) are used to directly measure G s at a shallow depth. SHFPs are often small, rigid, disc-shaped sensors with constant thermal properties that are inserted horizontally into the soil to measure G s . However, G s measured by SHFPs (G p ) have potential errors, as first described by Philip (1961) . The errors may be caused by (i) liquid water and vapor flow divergence due to the impermeability of the SHFP, (ii) thermal contact resistance between the SHFP and the soil matrix due to poor physical contact at the SHFP-soil interface, and (iii) heat flow divergence near the SHFP due to the thermal conductivity of SHFP l p being different from the l of the surrounding soil l s (Philip 1961; Fuchs and Hadas 1973; Mayocchi and Bristow 1995) . All SHFPs are constructed of materials with fixed l p under ambient conditions, while l s varies with soil mineral type, particle size, organic matter, bulk density, and especially water content u (de Vries 1963) . It is relatively difficult to quantify the first two errors, and they are minimal under some conditions. There is often a diffuse drying front in the surface soil layer, so if the SHFP is buried at a depth $ 5 cm, the error due to latent heat loss should not be significant (Lu et al. 2016) . The thermal contact resistance at the plate-soil interface is expected to decrease with increasing u and decreasing particle size (Fuchs and Hadas 1973; Hadas 1974; van Haneghem et al. 1983 ). However, heat flow divergence always occurs to some degree due to l s differing from l p .
Several previous studies have attempted to minimize errors from heat flow divergence. Philip (1961) established an equation for correcting plate fluxes using l s , l p , and a plate dimension function H [see Eqs.
(1)-(7) in section 2]. The Philip correction is a common method used to correct SHFP G s . Mogensen (1970) tested the Philip (1961) method. Sauer et al. (2003) evaluated the Philip correction and concluded that its application generally improved agreement between SHFP estimates and independent G measurements, especially for l p , l s . However, most corrected SHFP G p values were still significantly lower than the actual G s values. Using the measured l p value instead of the manufacturer-specified l p value and plate dimensions with a simplified H expression, Ochsner et al. (2006) and Sauer et al. (2007) corrected G p with the Philip equation and the correction improved the consistency but not the average agreement between independently measured G s and corrected SHFP G p . Sauer et al. (2008a) also corrected SHFP G p measured in agar by the Philip correction using manufacturer-specified and measured l p and plate dimensions with the simplified H expression. Overall, using the measured SHFP parameters (Sauer et al. 2007) failed to improve agreement between the G p and the agar G. Thus, the Philip correction does not always improve SHFP measurements of G s . Sauer et al. (2003) noted that some manufacturers provide a l p value that is the l of the material that comprises the core or majority of the SHFP, while other manufacturers provide a measured l value. No standard method for determining l p exists. Most SHFP calibrations are completed in sandy soil and thermal contact resistance at the plate-soil interface is not considered. Mogensen (1970) reported that there are considerable discrepancies between the simplified and full H expressions. Sauer et al. (2003) examined the simplified and full H expressions and reported that, in their study, the differences were small. To our knowledge, there are no reports on calibrating SHFPs in media without some thermal contact resistance at the SHFP-medium interface. Also, few studies have examined differences between the full H and simplified H expressions, and their influences on the G ratio are not fully known. We hypothesize that (i) the manufacturerspecified l p is not always accurate and (ii) the simplified H expression may lead to relatively large errors, which can impact the accuracy of the correction made to G s measured by SHFPs.
An alternative approach to address heat flow distortion errors is to use a self-calibrating plate, such as the Hukseflux HFP01SC plate (Hukseflux Thermal Sensors, Delft, the Netherlands). The plate has a heater in it to do a self-calibration to change the plate sensitivity based on the soil thermal conductivity. The primary disadvantage of this self-calibrating plate method is that the plate is relatively large. Therefore, it is difficult to install without disturbing the soil, and it also will distort the water content and temperature of the overlying soil (Ochsner et al. 2006; Peng et al. 2015) . Other studies have reported that improved sensor technology has allowed the gradient method to become a viable alternative to the heat flux plate method (Cobos and Baker 2003; Ochsner et al. 2006; Heitman et al. 2008a; Sauer et al. 2008b; Peng et al. 2015; Lu et al. 2016) .
The overall objective of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the Philip correction for SHFPs of widely contrasting designs. The three specific objectives are (i) to calibrate the l of SHFPs in agar-stabilized water, (ii) to examine the differences and influences of the full and simplified H expressions, and (iii) to use field data to determine the effectiveness of the Philip correction on SHFP performance with manufacturer-specified and measured l p and dimensions by comparing with soil heat flux determined by the gradient method.
Materials and methods

a. Laboratory experiment
Four commercially available SHFPs with a range of thermal conductivity l, thickness T, and length L or diameter D were evaluated (Table 1, ) in the laboratory to provide one dimensional heat flow. A heated plate and heat sink were located at the bottom and upper surface of the agar, respectively. Thermocouples (0.254-mm-diameter copper-constantan) were placed in the center of the box 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, and 7.5 cm above the heated plate to measure the temperature profile within the agar. Electrical power at four voltages was applied to the heated plate to provide heat fluxes of 21, 43, 86, and 172 W m 22 in the calibration box. Calibration runs were completed for several days at constant voltage (flux) until steady-state conditions were achieved at each flux. The SHFP G data were recorded each hour, and 24 h of data at each flux under steady-state conditions were used for further analysis. The l of the agar l a was 0.567 6 0.004 W m 21 K 21 (mean 6 one standard deviation), determined using Fourier's law during the plate calibration runs. Additional information about the laboratory experimental setup can be found in Sauer et al. (2008a) .
b. Field experiment
The same plates of the four SHFP designs used in the laboratory study were used in a field study again with three sensors of each design. They were installed in three interrows under a full maize (Zea mays, L.) canopy, near Ames, Iowa, on 25 June 2009 (DOY 176) . The soil at the site had a loam texture (25% clay, 41.2% silt, and 33.8% sand). The rows were 76 cm apart and ran east-west. One plate from each manufacturer was placed in each interrow approximately 25 cm apart. All the plates were in the middle of the interrow at a depth of 4.5 cm. A profile of type T (copper-constantan) thermocouples (0.254-mm diameter) were placed in each of the three interrows at depths of 0.9, 2.1, 4.5, 10, 25, and 50 cm. Previous research has reported that the number of soil temperature measurements required for accurate characterization of the temperature profile depends upon the rapidity at which the temperature at the soil surface fluctuates . In this study, there were more soil temperature measurements close to the soil surface than in the deeper layers and three sets of thermocouples in three different crop interrows to assure that the temperature profile measurements are representative. Three soil moisture sensors (ML2X, Delta-T Devices Ltd., Burwell, Cambridge, United Kingdom) were placed in the outer two interrows at depths of 2, 10, and 25 cm. An infrared thermometer (IRTS, Campbell Scientific, Inc., TABLE 1. The manufacturer-specified (manu) and measured (meas) parameters of the SHFPs. The measured dimensions of SHFPs were from Sauer et al. (2007) 
Logan, UT) was positioned 45 cm above the interrow to measure the soil surface temperature. All of the soil heat flux, temperature and moisture data were measured at a 15-min interval. The below-canopy net radiation R n was measured with a line net radiometer (TRL, Delta-T Devices, Cambridge, United Kingdom) positioned across an adjacent interrow at a 5-min interval. Soil core samples for water content u were collected on 13 July, and soil core samples for bulk density were collected in the 0-3-and 4-7-cm soil layers in the middle row on 10 August (DOY 222) and in the north and south rows on 7 October (DOY 280). Soil texture in the 0-3-and 4-7-cm soil layers were measured using the pipette method (Day 1965; Green 1981) . In the same field, a weather station measured and recorded rainfall (Model TE525 tipping-bucket precipitation gauge, Texas Electronics), net radiation above the crop canopy (Model CNR-1 net radiometer, Kipp and Zonen), and other weather components (Xiao et al. 2014 ).
c. The Philip correction
Philip (1961) applied a solution to Laplace's equation for steady-state heat conduction in an ellipsoid (oblate spheroid) with a known thermal conductivity embedded in an infinite region having a different thermal conductivity (Carslaw and Jaeger 1959, p. 427) . Philip (1961) assumed that the oblate spheroid approximated the shape of a heat flux plate and derived a solution,
where f is termed as the G ratio, « is termed as the l ratio, and H(h) is the plate geometry function. The G ratio is defined as the ratio of G p to G s such that f 5 G p /G s , where G p and G s are the heat flux through the plate and the soil, respectively. The l ratio « has « 5 l p /l s , where l p and l s are the thermal conductivity of plate and the surrounding soil or media. The plate geometry function H(h) has its full expression as below:
where h 5 b/a, with b and a being the dimensions of minor and major axis, respectively. By assuming that h is ''small,'' Philip simplified the full H function of Eq. (2) as follows:
For a thin square plate with thickness T and side length L,
For a thin circular plate of diameter D,
Finally, combining Eqs. (1) and (4) gives
and combining Eqs. (1) and (5) gives
The values of a in Eqs. (6) and (7) (1.70 and 1.92, respectively) were derived by Philip (1961) , but they have been the source of some disagreement. Philip (1961) also calculated a square plate a of 1.31 from Portman (1958) data, noting that it was ''a somewhat open question which of the values 1.31 or 1.70 is to be preferred'' and further that ''the discrepancy is perhaps rather trivial'' (p. 573). Sauer et al. (2003) reported that use of a 5 1.31 instead of 1.70 as shown in Eq. (6) was found to provide better overall agreement between corrected and known G for the GHT-1C and CN3 plates. In this study, 1.31 was used in Eqs. (4) and (6).
d. The gradient method to estimate soil heat flux
Soil heat flux at the 4.5-cm depth was estimated by the gradient method (G s _grad), as follows:
The soil temperature gradient dT/dz values at each time step were calculated as the differentiation of T(z) at the z 5 4.5-cm depth, where T(z) values were fitted by a cubic spline function with the soil temperature T(z) (z 5 0.9, 2.1, 4.5, 10, 25, and 50 cm) measured at the six depths. Nassar and Horton (1989) reported that the cubic spline function provided better soil temperature parameters (amplitude and phase angle of the temperature wave) with depth than the second-and third-order Taylor polynomials. The differentiation method can give a more reasonable temperature gradient compared with the linear method (DT/Dz) which is often used. Yang and Wang (2008) suggested that the linear method always underestimated the soil temperature gradient, thus, underestimating the soil heat flux. The accuracy of thermocouple measurement and the sensor depth change have impact on the soil temperature gradient. For clarity, the uncertainty of the temperature gradient for 2.1-and 10-cm depths is analyzed with the linear method as follows: if the uncertainty of the temperature measurement is 0.18C, the temperature gradient uncertainty is 0.28C/0.079 m 5 2.538C m 21 ; if the depth change is 0.01 cm, the temperature gradient uncertainty is 0.28C/(0.079 2 0.02) m 5 3.398C m 21 .
The values of soil temperature gradient in the middle interrow were about half of those in the other two interrows as the temperatures in the middle interrow were less than those in the north and south interrows. The potential reasons for soil temperature disagreements between the middle interrow and the other two interrows are the nonhomogenous soil conditions. No soil water contents were measured in the middle interrow either, therefore, the temperature measurements from the middle interrow were not used and the average measurement values from the north and south interrows were used for further analysis. were measured in the 0-7-cm soil layer at the north and south rows on 7 October, and water content at the 4.5-cm depth (u_4.5cm) was obtained by linear interpolation using u measured at the 2-and 10-cm depths. In this study, only water contents varied with time as the bulk density was considered relatively stable. The sensitivity of l s on dynamic bulk density values are shown in Fig. S4 in the online supplemental material.
e. Statistical analysis
The RMSE and the normalized RMSE (NRMSE) were calculated to evaluate the difference between the raw G p or the Philip corrected G p and G s _grad,
where n is the total number of data points, X m is raw or Philip corrected G p , and X is G s _grad.
Results
a. l p determined by the Philip correction using agar measurements in the laboratory Figure 1 shows that, except for the HFT1.1, all of the other plates significantly underestimated G in agar by an average of 13.5%-34.1%. The manufacturer-specified l p of the HFT1.1, 1.0 W m 21 K
21
, is larger than the measured l a , 0.56 W m 21 K
, causing the plate G to be slightly larger than the agar G (G a ) at the two larger flux runs. The l p of the other three plates are less than l a , resulting in underestimates of G. Our results were similar to those reported by Sauer et al. (2003) for measurements in sand with the same apparatus. They reported that SHFPs underestimated G s in dry sand by 2.4%-38.5% and by 13.1%-73.2% in saturated sand, while in a moist clay in the field, SHFPs ranged from 6.2% overestimation to 7.14% underestimation compared to G s determined by the gradient method.
The measured G of the agar and SHFPs, plate dimensions (Sauer et al. 2007 ) and l a values, were used to estimate l p from Eq. (1) using the full H expression [Eq. (2)]. The average calibrated l p values in agar are shown in Table 1 with the manufacturer-specified l p and dimensions. The l p values of the SHFPs ranged from 0.163 (measured l p of 610) to 1.0 W m 21 K
(manufacturer-specified l p of HFT1.1), which varied by a factor of 6.15. Except for the GHT-1C, the measured l p values were less than the manufacturerspecified l p values by 22%-51%.
b. The full and simplified H functions and corresponding G ratio
After determining the l p values of the SHFPs, the plate geometry function H was the only factor impacting the calculation of the G ratio for a given l s . Table 1 shows that the length and diameter measured with digital calipers with accuracy of 0.03 mm (721B, The L.S. Starrett Co., Athol, MA) at four locations on triplicate plates of each design are from 1.9% less than to 3.9% greater than the manufacturer-specified dimensions. Thicknesses measured at five locations on the same plates were from 3.1% less than to 56.4% greater than the manufacturer-specified values. Dimension ratios h (T/L or T/D) were 24% less than to 52% greater than the manufacturer-specified values. The H values calculated by the simplified and full expressions with the manufacturer-specified and measured dimensions of the four SHFPs, respectively, are shown in Fig. 2 . The H values decreased with increasing h, specifically T/L for square plates or T/D for circular plates. The H values ranged from 0.70 (610 with measured parameters and full H) to 0.88 (GHT-1C with measured parameters and simplified H), and the differences were within 19%. The simplified H values of the square plates (GHT-1C and CN3) were close to the full H values, while the simplified H values of the circular plates (HFT1.1 and 610) were lower than the full H values, and their differences increased with increasing dimension ratio.
The performance of a given SHFP was a function of l p /l s and H. The predicted G ratios for each SHFP design for l s between 0.2 and 2.5 W m 21 K 21 are shown in Fig. 3 .
Generally, the errors in estimated G were larger for smaller l p and were as large as 280% (610) with simplified H and measured parameters and 273% (610) with full H and manufacturer-specified parameters at l s l p for this SHFP. The distinct contrasts in the trend and magnitude of G ratios were due to the combined effects of the different l p (Table 1) and H values (Fig. 2) . The G ratios decreased with increasing l s at a given l p and H, and decreased with decreasing l p for different SHFPs. The variations in l p were larger than those in H, and l p dominated the G ratio trends. In Fig. 3a (610). In Fig. 3b , the order of the G ratio curves was HFT1.1 . GHT1.1 ' CN3 ' 610. In Figs. 3c and 3d , the order of the G ratio curves was HFT1.1 . GHT1.1 ' CN3 . 610. In Fig. 3d , the G ratios with full H were less than those with simplified H. In Figs. 3a and 3b , similar H values resulted in similar G ratios, and the larger H values led to G ratios closer to one. The G ratios of the square GHT-1C and CN3 were similar, because the simplified and full H values were similar, while the G ratios of the circular HFT1.1 and 610 with simplified H were much smaller than those with full H. All of the G ratio values with simplified and full H expressions were relatively close when the manufacturerspecified parameters were used. field conditions. The two weeks had mostly sunny days with moist soil following 30 mm of rainfall during DOYs 235-239. The soil temperature gradient, l s , and G s _grad values at the 4.5-cm depth for the south interrow were slightly larger than those for the north interrow, with slopes of 1.02, 1.03, and 1.05, respectively, for DOYs 240-263 (Fig. S5 ). The l s values for the south interrow were larger than those for the north interrow due to the u values measured in the south interrow being larger than those in the north ( (6) or Eq. (7)] for the manufacturer-specified and the measured parameters are shown in Table 2 . (1) and (2)], and (c) simplified and (d) full H with the measured and manufacturer-specified parameters, respectively. In (a) and (b), the curves with the same color are for one SHFP with the same l s and different H expressions, respectively. In (c) and (d), the curves with the same color have the same H expression with the measured and manufacturer-specified parameters, respectively.
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Almost all of the G ratios were less than one, ranging from 0.40 to 1.00, which indicated that most of the SHFPs underestimated the actual heat flux under these field conditions. Generally, the lower the l p values, the lower the G ratio values. The 610 had the lowest estimated G ratio, with 0.49 for full and 0.40 for simplified H expressions with the measured parameters. The G ratios of the HFT1.1 were slightly larger than one with the manufacturer-specified parameters and smaller than one (within 0.08) with the measured values. Except for the GHT-1C, the G ratios of the other three SHFPs with measured parameters were smaller than those with manufacturer-specified parameters. The ratios of SHFPs G p and G s _grad did not follow the same trend with l s as shown in Fig. 3 (data not shown) . In Fig. 3 , G ratios were calculated by the Philip equation with the measured and manufacturer-specified dimensions, l of SHFP and soil and showed the errors of G p measured by SHFPs due to heat flow distortion. Thus, the G ratios only represented some conditions and assumptions. The ratios of measured G p and G s _grad represented the actual field conditions and included all the potential errors caused by heat flow distortion, water flow distortion and thermal contact resistance.
The SHFP G p values were corrected as the ratio of G s measured by SHFP (raw G p ) to the predicted G ratio. The raw G p values, corrected with the Philip equation with manufacturer-specified (manu) and measured (meas) parameters were compared to the gradient method G s values (G s _grad). Figure 4 shows the results of SHFP G p , their corrections with the Philip correction using the full H expression and the G s _grad for typical wet and dry days. Compared with the G s _grad, all of the SHFPs underestimated the G s amplitude on the dry day, with numerically smaller fluxes during the daytime and nighttime. The 610 had the largest differences with the G s _grad, and the underestimations (overestimations) were up to 44 (25) W m 22 during the daytime (nighttime). In the laboratory experiments, the HFT1.1 had the best performance, while its performance was slightly worse than the GHT-1C and CN3 in the field. The exact reasons remain unknown. Possible reasons include the combined impact of plate dimension and thermal conductivity. In the field experiments, the l p of the HFT1.1, GHT-1C, and CN3 were much less than l s ,   FIG. 4 . The variations of G s measured by SHFPs (Raw), corrected by the Philip correction with manufacturer-specified (manu) and measured (meas) parameters with full H, and estimated by the gradient method (grad) at the 4.5-cm depth for two typical days, (a)-(c) a typical dry day (DOY 261) and (d)-(f) a typical wet day (DOY 242). (1230) LT were about 1.38C (1.28C) greater than the temperature at 1200 (1215) LT at the 0.9-cm depth and 0.68C (1.38C) greater at the 2.1 cm depth, while for the deeper depths, the temperature differences were relatively stable and less than 0.38C (Figs. S1 and S2). The surface soil temperature jump caused the soil temperature profile changes and a sharp increase in temperature gradient at the 4.5-cm depth (Fig. S2) . Thus, the G s _grad increased sharply. A similar G s _grad jump phenomenon also occurred on several other days. The potential reason was that, when solar radiation reached the soil surface under the full maize canopy intermittently, especially near solar noon, the topsoil was heated quickly but the deeper soil was not, which caused a temperature gradient jump and soil heat flux jump. It seems that the G p did not present a similar jump as the G s _grad did. The potential reasons were that the small increase in the soil surface temperature did not propagate to the deeper depth, and the SHFP was not sensitive to the relatively small temperature change. Ochsner et al. (2006) reported that soil water content and temperature were disrupted by the disks, and temperature difference across the plate plastic disks (below minus above) buried 2 cm beneath a bare soil surface ranged from 18 to 3.58C.
After making a correction with the manufacturerspecified parameters, the HFT1.1 and 610 still greatly underestimated the amplitude of G s _grad, while the other two SHFPs agreed much better with the G s _grad. Only the HFT1.1 still much underestimated the G s _grad values after correction with measured parameters. For the wet day, G s values were relatively small during the daytime. All of the SHFPs except for the 610 underestimated the G s _grad magnitudes during the nighttime but agreed well with the G s _grad during the daytime. After the Philip correction, all the SHFP G p values were much closer to the G s _grad values, except for the HFT1.1 and 610 with manufacturerspecified parameters and HFT1.1 with measured parameters, respectively. The G p values corrected with the simplified H expression had a similar pattern with small differences in magnitude (data not shown).
Because the soil had l s values 0.4-5.1 times greater than the measured SHFPs l p values, the magnitudes of G p values for all the SHFPs were expected to be significantly smaller than those of G s values. The data were in agreement with this expectation. For the entire period the G p underestimated the G s _grad, and after the correction with the full H expression, all of the G p agreed better with the G s _grad to varying degrees (Fig. 5) . The results of SHFPs G p values corrected by the simplified H expression were similar to those corrected by the full H expression (data not shown). Note that the differences between the average values of G p /G s _grad in the north and south interrows were 0.02, 0.14, 0.17, and 20.04 for the four SHFPs, respectively, and the potential reason of the differences is the nonhomogenous soil conditions.
The values of slope, RMSE, and normalized RMSE of SHFP G p and their correction with the full and simplified H expressions are shown in Fig. 6 . The raw G p underestimated G s _grad from around 40% (GHT-1C, CN3, and HFT1.1) to 62% (610). The slopes of SHFPs G p corrected with measured parameters were larger than those with manufacturer-specified values with the exception of the GHT-1, and the slopes with full and simplified H expressions were similar with the exception of the 610 (the slope difference between with full H and measured parameters and with simplified H and measured parameters was about 0.20). Even though the absolute RMSE values were less than 20 W m
22
, the relative RMSE values reached up to 62% (610). No matter whether the plate values were corrected with the full or simplified H expressions, the slopes of the HFT1.1 increased slightly from 0.57 up to 0.62. The RMSE (NRMSE) values of the corrected GHT-1C and CN3 were within 9 W m 22 (25%). The 610 corrected with simplified H and measured parameters had the largest slope of 98%, due to its simplified H being underestimated the most (Fig. 2) , thus its G ratio was underestimated the most and its correction was overestimated the most. After correction with manufacturer-specified parameters, the RMSE (NRMSE) values of the HFT1.1 slightly increased due to its l p being overestimated and slightly larger than the l s . In a bare field study, Ochsner et al. (2006) reported that the raw G p underestimated G s from 23% (HFT1.1) to 66.3% (610) compared to the G s _grad measured by a three-needle heat pulse sensor. For corn and soybean sites, Ochsner et al. (2006) reported that the HFT1.1 G p values underestimated the G s _grad values by 26.3% and 17.8%, respectively. Similar to the present study, Ochsner et al. (2006) reported that the G p of the 610 improved the most (32.4%) after the Philip correction with the simplified H expression and manufacturer-specified parameters, while the Philip correction improved the G p of the other SHFPs with changes of 21.4% (HFT1.1 at the soybean site) to 13.2% (CN3 at the bare soil site). The differing Philip correction results obtained in this study compared to the Ochsner et al. (2006) study were caused by the different values used for SHFP l p , dimensions, and H expression.
Discussion
a. Typical calibration method and the present calibration method using agar
Most previous research on SHFP performance included laboratory determined calibrations obtained in soil with l p values measured using Eq. (8). The results were inevitably influenced by thermal contact resistance between the SHFP and the soil, which was expected to increase with decreasing u and increasing particle size (Fuchs and Hadas 1973; Hadas 1974; van Haneghem et al. 1983) . For the same types of SHFPs used in this study, Sauer et al. (2007) reported calibrated l p values in quartz sand (GHT-1C, CN3, HFT1.1, and 610 were 0.60, 0.63, 1.26, and 0.21 W m 21 K 21 , respectively), which were from 36% less (610) to 142% greater (GHT-1C) than the manufacturer-specified values. The l p reported by Sauer et al. (2007) were from 30% (610) to 121% (GHT-1C) greater than the measured values in this study. During the calibration, thermocouples were cemented with adhesive to the top and bottom of each SHFP. Temperature gradients across the exterior of the SHFPs were small and prone to error if there was poor contact between the plate and the thermocouple(s). The combination of poor contact between plate and soil and incorrect temperature gradient led to uncertainty in the measured l p values when calibrating in soil. Another potential source of error with this approach was that all of the SHFPs were composed of multiple materials with different l values. The GHT-1C and CN3 were clad with metal but contained plastic or composite materials inside. All of the SHFPs also included some area around their thermopile core that acted as a ''guard,'' so that heat flow through the center of the plate where the thermopile was located was distorted less than at the edges of the sensor. These nonuniformities of l p could contribute to errors in application of the Philip correction that assumes a constant and uniform l p . The present study utilized plate calibrations in agar that provided excellent thermal contact between plate and media, effectively eliminating errors due to thermal contact resistance. b. The uncertainty of l p and of plate dimensions
We assumed no thermal contact resistance and water flow divergence occurred in the agar, leaving only heat flow divergence as a source of error due to the different l values of agar and the SHFPs. The agar-measured l p values were determined by the G of agar and SHFPs, l a , and plate dimensions. The G of agar was known, l a was determined using the known G s and temperature gradient in the agar, and plate dimensions were reported by Sauer et al. (2007) . The remaining possible error was from G p . Uncorrected plate G p values based on the manufacturer calibration factor were used to determine the l p values. Accuracy of the measured l p values was thus dependent on the accuracy of the original manufacturer calibration factor. Sauer et al. (2007) concluded that use of the plate G p values to determine l p was reasonable.
The G p /G a values of SHFPs tended to be most consistent at the higher fluxes of 86 and 172 W m
22
. Therefore, only data from the two larger flux runs were used to determine l p from the Philip equation. The standard deviation of HFT1.1 l p was about 0.09 W m 21 K
21
, and the other three SHFPs were within 0.02 W m 21 K
. The reason that the HFT1.1 had a relatively large standard deviation was unknown. The poor results of the Philip correction for the HFT1.1 may have been caused by a relatively large uncertainty of l p . The slopes of the GHT-1C, CN3, and HFT1.1 were similar (Fig. 5) , thus we felt that they had similar l p . Therefore, the measured l p of the HFT1.1 may have been overestimated as well as the G ratio of the HFT1.1, causing the Philip correction for the HFT1.1 to be incorrect.
Note that in Table 1 the 610 thickness was underestimated by 50% by the manufacturer and the thermal conductivity overestimated by a similar amount. Perhaps the underestimated thickness contributed to the overestimated thermal conductivity. For a given SHFP, if the thickness T is underestimated (overestimated), the l ratio « is overestimated (underestimated), namely, l p is overestimated (underestimated) based on the Eqs. (6) and (7).
c. Full H and simplified H expressions
Few studies investigated the differences due to the full H and simplified H expressions. The Philip equation assumed that the oblate spheroid was either a square or a circle with rounded edges, while actual SHFPs are flat with relatively sharp edges. The simplified form of H described in Eq. (3) also assumed that h was ''small''; however, no criteria were given.
With the manufacturer-specified parameters of SHFPs, Sauer et al. (2003) reported that a comparison of the full and the simplified H expressions introduced a small but systematic error when the approximation was used (their Fig. 5 ). The errors ranged from 2.9% for the HFP01SC to 10.6% for the CN3 and could effectively increase the magnitude of the G p corrections by these percentages. They concluded that use of the full H expression did not significantly improve the performance of the correction. FIG. 6 . Linear regression statistics and mean absolute (relative) differences for G s values measured by SHFPs (raw), corrected with manufacturer-specified (manu) and measured (meas) parameters with full and simplified H expressions vs G s values estimated by the gradient method. The F-manu, F-meas, S-manu, and S-meas denote the results of SHFPs by the full (F) and simplified (S) H with manufacturer-specified and measured parameters, respectively. All the R 2 values are larger than 0.98. Mogensen (1970) , however, reported that there were considerable discrepancies (13%) between the simplified H and the full H. The significant discrepancies between manufacturerspecified and actual plate dimensions were unexpected. Our results indicated that the differences between the full and simplified H values were related to the H expression and plate dimensions. The full H value was always larger than the simplified H value for circular SHFPs, and the difference increased with increasing dimension ratio. Based on these results, use of the full H expression is recommended.
d. G ratio as a function of l p /l s and H Figure 7 shows that the G ratio is sensitive to l p /l s and H when both are relatively small. When one of the two variables l p /l s and H is held constant, the G ratio decreases when the other variable decreases. When H decreases, T/L or T/D increase, namely, when the plate is thick and/or large. Philip (1961) reported that the thicker the plate the larger the distortion of heat flow. Thus, G p of thicker plate has relatively large errors (G ratio is small). When l p /l s decreases, the heat flow divergence increases, and G p decreases (G ratio is small).
For the HFT1.1, the differences between the full and simplified H values were relatively large (Fig. 2) , while its l p (Table 1 ) was the largest, that is, the l p /l s was the largest. Therefore, the G ratio was not very sensitive to the different H values of the HFT1.1. The differences between the manufacturer-specified and the measured dimensions and l p of the 610 were the largest, thus, the differences of G ratio were largest.
The predicted G ratios with measured parameters (Table 2) were closer to the real G ratios than those with manufacturer-specified parameters, except for the GHT-1C (Fig. 6 , the slopes of raw G p ). The predicted G ratios (0.92-1.00) for the HFT1.1 were largest and larger than the real G ratios (0.57) by 62%-76%.
These results indicated that accurate l p , plate dimensions, and H expression all affected the ability of the Philip correction to improve G s measured by SHFPs.
e. G p improvements after correcting for heat flow divergence
Three potential errors can lead to underestimates of G s when measured by SHFPs. In the present study, SHFPs were buried under a full crop canopy in moist soil of a loamy texture for more than two months before their data were used. The thermal contact resistance was expected to be small after a long period that included several wetting and drying cycles. The net radiation under the full crop canopy was not very large and minimal water and vapor flow divergence was expected. Previous researchers reported that bare soil water evaporation measured by three-needle heat-pulse sensors occurred in the 0-3-cm soil layer (Heitman et al. 2008a,b; Xiao et al. 2011 ). Mayocchi and Bristow (1995) indicated that if a SHFP was buried too close to the surface (above the drying front), the G s would be underestimated and dense vegetation would reduce the depth to which the drying front will penetrate. Heat flow divergence could contribute significant errors to SHFPs measurements under such conditions. Therefore, the G p corrected by the Philip correction were able to improve G p and reference G s agreement, although different degrees of disagreement still exist. Sauer et al. (2003) indicated that the inconsistent performances of the Philip correction may be due to limitations of the theory, inability to accurately represent flux plate properties, and failure to include other FIG. 7 . The G ratio (G p /G s ) vs l p /l s vs H(h).
factors such as thermal contact resistance and liquid water and vapor flow divergence. Since thermal contact resistance is a function of air gaps between the plate and soil, differences in soil particle size, structure, and water content would all affect contact resistance and thus plate performance. For these reasons, Fuchs and Hadas (1973) and Högström (1974) advocated in situ calibration to assess plate performance and minimize the potentially confounding effects of varying contact resistance. Selfcalibration soil heat flux plates are able to run in situ calibration and can provide relative reasonable G s for some conditions (Ochsner et al. 2006; Peng et al. 2015; Lu et al. 2016) , however, the plate interrupts soil water flow due to its relatively large size. Peng et al. (2015) reported that its voltage signals during and shortly after selfcalibration should be discarded from data analysis as the self-heating could bias the voltage signals. The threeneedle heat-pulse sensor (Ren et al. 1999) has the ability to measured l s in situ and is a good candidate to obtain independent soil heat flux using the gradient method (Cobos and Baker 2003; Ochsner et al. 2006; Heitman et al. 2008a,b; Xiao et al. 2011; Peng et al. 2015; Lu et al. 2016; He et al. 2018 ).
Conclusions
Although the Philip correction is commonly applied to G s values measured by SHFPs, the correction method provides inconsistent results. Two potential reasons for the inconsistency are that the manufacturer-specified l p is not accurate and use of the simplified H expression may lead to relatively large errors. In this study the l p of the GHT-1C, CN3, HFT1.1, and 610 were measured in agar without thermal contact resistance and water flow divergence, and the measured l p values were generally 22%-51% smaller than the manufacturer-specified l p values. The measured and manufacturer-specified dimensions also differed. Simplified H values for a square plate were similar to the full H values, while for circular plates, the differences were much larger and increased with increasing dimension ratio. The performance of the Philip correction was tested using field data. Field measured SHFPs G p values with the same four designs of SHFPs used in the laboratory test underestimated the G s determined by the gradient method (G s _grad) by 38% up to 62%. After the Philip correction, the G p agreed better with G s _grad with different degrees. Generally, the Philip correction with the measured plate characteristics performed better than those with the manufacturer-specified values, and the corrected G p with full H expression were not always close to those with simplified H expression. These results indicated that SHFPs almost always underestimate G s , and the performance of the Philip correction is sensitive to l p , plate dimensions, and H expression. Careful calibration, accurate plate properties, and use of the full H expression are likely to improve the performance of the Philip correction to limitedly improve the G p .
We recommend using G s measured by the threeneedle heat-pulse sensor as a reference to calibrate SHFPs in the field with multiple drying and wetting cycles or measuring G s by the three-needle heat-pulse sensor directly. If a heat-pulse sensor is not available, a gradient method in which soil temperatures and water content are measured at several depths, and an empirical model is used to translate the dynamic soil moisture data into estimate of thermal conductivity, is recommended.
